
big crisis between them, want to follow us to Italy (maybe to get some inspirations from their old teacher, or just some energy), and as my twin sister treated me so badly because of a little joke
and I fear that the situation might explode and my violence come out, I decided to get rent for a week an apartment for the four of us and Myrthe's mother when she comes for a few days. I did
saw with the same site I have found the apartment in Berlin, good stuff (yet they make allot of money out of it these Jews). At lunch I was talking again with the young Belgian Hans, really a
good guy who much enjoys my work. A young lecturer was there with him (I assume not Swedish from the way she interacted) and questioned my questioning of academia, or the way they get
on one theorists and only speak through his or her mouth... anyhow, it seems inconceivable from these scholars to be able to come up with a theory without such fuss... well, a passion is required
and that passion, i can guarantee, is already a guarantee in itself that he or she will go through all it is relevant, assiduously. For now I reject and play their game but I so much would wish to do
my readings... In the afternoon I went to August, it was a bit unusually warm. Together, after I spent some time working on the base of my project, I drove with him up north where I had arrange
to buy a computer. It turned out to be a good one and listening to classic music in the car, I chilled off. I used to listen to classics allot... I would only go for classics and it is amazing how August
got all of this from me (he is still building on his architectural models now, using the old computer). I wonder why I so much refuse someone to impose on me a direction. I should maybe set off
going my own way, thus really finding something but then these bastards would anyway put a cross on it... I thus keep in a subtle negotiation... 

While yesterday, I was feeling rather exhausted and stressed, a good sleep in the expensive bed I bought when moving in to August's place a year ago, really made me feel better. I also could
have nice dreams and already get going early in the morning if it wasn't that the commuter train was canceled because of a strike. I then returned to August, updated my work and offered Liselott
to take August to a chapel where he had rehearsed for the Christmas celebration. We drove there with the sun just rising and the beautiful architecture of the old villas in the expensive island (and
what a contrast with my neighborhood). It was actually one year ago I gave up leaving there, I gave up that comfortable life where I could have had everything, a forest, a vegetable garden, a
little lake where to swim, a work... a family. I gave up everything to follow my work, my life intuition, although, strangely, I still have access to it, this because of August, partially my creation. It
was a bit weird however to see today, still in the apartment the drawings that August has made to promote my kicking out.. my face with a cross over... a real crucification at thirty three years of
age. He has been nice with me ever since though and have very good time together in my little shelter where he can appreciate other aspects of living, more poetical ones and hopefully he will be
able to apply them to places with a potential, such as the countryside. Anyhow, later I made it to the university carrying the laptop I got for August and some wood I will use to build on my
installation at home. In the office I saw an e-mail from my old supervisor Amanda, the one that quited and thought of becoming a priest. It announced that she was appointed as a director on
something that has to do a little with existential media. As I do not mind that intake in my own research I wrote her informally and she quickly wrote me back. I could then maybe meet her and
reveal to her my apprehensions, eventually even get transfered but I have no hope. My real supervisor instead is still unresponsive and I anyway went to the library to keep writing a description
of each part of my project. My Website is really what gives me a direction at last. Without it I would be lost. I also met CJ in the library. He used to work as a programmer for the institute where
also Liselott was working. He dropped everything and switched to art. I like him as like me he is a bit of a nomad and we can easily talk to one another (I am particularly eloquent now that I
describe my practice...and get so confused in my head when going into other people's canons). Now back in the office. Roman and I might go to a little gathering of PhD students. Myrthe is
going out and she will tomorrow as well which made me a bit worry once again... poeh!

A nice day after talking extensively to  in Canada yesterday. He was far more relaxed and lovely than the first times we used to hang out together three years ago. He allot of stories to
tell and myself allot to assimilate. This morning too it was sunny despite the very short winter days and the sun remaining quite low. I decided then to hasten doing my work (in reality I always
dedicate quite some time to it) and went for a pretty long walk. Initially I thought to keep it rather short and only go by the water to light a fire and grill some lamb for myself (and the Great Spirit
of Nature). I then decided to walk to town rather than going directly home. It was quite chilly however and my clothes a bit apart, with broken pants and jacket, the urban outfit I used to have in
the States. In town I only got some autumn fruit like persimmons and pomegranates, avoiding to buy the clothes I actually need (I thought of a sewing machine instead but I have spent too much
money this month for Christmas). Once home I talked to Myrthe on Skype. We were a little cold but I guess it is good she has her social life and I have a bit of my nature life at times, without
feeling obliged to video conference constantly on Skype. Now it is dark out and I have a laundry plus a million other things I could do, if I want! 

A sunny day again, this time quite bright. I anyway had much to do for my project, also having had last waken up with some good dreams after a whole week which was rather blank, probably
sleeping to little because of my back, talking to much on the evening via Skype and maybe even writing too much without ever going out. I sort of feel like I want to be alone and don't have to
meet anyone but just cultivate my little plants although little dirt is always needed, yet moderately. In this I start to feel Myrthe and I are quite different. I had an hard again with all her going out
late at night, night after night. I start to doubt we can make it together this way as for me nights are really moments to spend intimately, particularly with my practice. Also  the other
day warned me about the free Nordic spirit, or at least about all the northern Europeans girls who has left me at the door after going out independently. I feel myself so old fashion but in this
respect I would have not minded the happy family country leaving described by Tolstoj, but then one need to be in charge of the property, as Tolstoy was, else is again all the Liselott experience,
having no possibility to make any decisions. I actually took the metro to their island today. An island of aristocrats, of beautiful Swedish people with fine social positions who probably make all
their speculations where I live down south, without corrupting their land. It was nice to walk in the warm strong wind and the sun. August had a little Christmas market in his school and I kept
with him for some hours. He also showed me his new nice rabbit, at last an animal for him who, like both his male grandparents, really love animals. We had a good time making a small feast
with hot dogs, saffron cakes and candies. He complained with me that he had no fun with his mother and that she is without any money. This sounds absurd but the latter who makes at least twice
my salary, also asked me to pay some bills. I can certainly help, just after I finish paying back the money I had to use from August to be able to get my living studio (the banks did not want to
land me anything). A bit of a dark experience then and the usual struggle in my soul leaving August alone yet certainly not behaving like  who left me and the few times that came to see
me in the morning was after a night of drunkenness. I kept walking and walking to another station this time and then through the city, feeling good with myself but not with society at large. I feel
rather to face my future however and with some determination. I finally also had some good intuitions on how to move on with my doctorate. I feel now determinate to fight with it as I think,
after several months of meditating a possibility, I found one that could match both expectations. 

I woke up with again a bit of a blank night of sleep, after talking to my stepfather's yesterday. After meeting Myrthe I have certainly entered in this new paradigm, that going from natural being
to being social and attempt to dwell in society after my experiment in nature has sort of failed (has it really?). From failures however I have gained allot, at least in terms of my project. 

told me that man is the maker of his life, a Latin saying, but I strongly feel how for me my making is always a big negotiation. It happened with supervisor today with whom it seems I
have finally come down to agree on three parts, the historical background, the theory and the empirical study in my studio plus what I want as a separate book, a description of each part of my
project. I now felt rather satisfied about this and want to get down to write. The other big negotiation under going is with Myrthe, who I love and can love forever, I am sure. What makes me
suffer however is her constant going out and her determination not to compromise her life to make me suffer less. I have no clue if I can go on enduring this, I could, thinking that now I should
be a social person but somehow my spirit is in the mountains, elevating myself climbing to the top and just be one with the sublime. I have always walked higher than all these social gatherings
although, coming back from the mountain, I have always being the brightest for a time, until I felt it was time to leave again. I really don't know whether Myrthe will ever give up anything. It
was one of the first things she told me that she would never be out in nature. Perhaps Sweden is my mountain then but I cannot cut off hearing her constantly going out.

I am writing for the first time in my new USB memory stick. It took a whole day to transfer all of my project from a 128 Gigabytes stick to this 256 Gigabytes. I am really playing with the latest
portable capacity in this respect, at least off the shelf capacity. During this long hours in which I decided to keep home, allot of things happened within these secure four walls. Not only I was
able to create allot, like building up from a closet door a lectern to my big dreams of book and a plaque with a whole month a casualties, I was also able to almost screw the beautiful relationship
I have with little Myrthe. This is the power of the creator, either create or destroy. It was really painful for the two of us to discuss my “jealousy” but we did manage to become happy again and
very much in love, fortunately! This all by text chatting. At one point she told me about how the university she is working for is trying to renegotiate her already temporary position. At that point,
this after having concluded that we should live together since I am not like a Jason who can just have night stands, at that point I have offered her to come and live with me here, where she can
play the housewife for sometime and from where we could plan about our future. The enthusiasm picked up but obviously she has to think and double check. Well, as for me, from being most
demolished I became the happiest man on earth, for this girl for whom I discovered real love and to which I want to devote myself. All to be seen then! 

I am trying hard these days to make some progress, but at last barely manage to get my project going but not really concluding much more. I mean, I am constructing the show-room in my
apartment and I have been progressing there quite much but not really managing any of the writings I plan to do yet. I feel that all this Internet connection that I have tried to avoid for so long is
really making me loose some of my focus. Well, I did bring Internet in the household mostly for Myrthe so that she could have come to visit and work from my place but she only did so twice
and very shortly. Today also, while I felt still quite enthusiast of my proposition to have her here, I think she sort of pulled back as she is quite rooted to the attic she rent and her nephew. Will see
then, but my enthusiasm got a bit lot after being also very high while talking to Jacek who I met at the university to eat a pasta I cooked for us both. He was visiting Brett over the weekend. The
latter is in a total crisis and sees other guys, being now left alone in a place in the suburbs that just got robbed. Miraculously Jacek's computer, with all his archive was not taken. We actually
talked about organizing an exhibition together about committed archivers like us and got really hyped. Later we worked a bit in the library and I have been keeping up with my descriptions of the
various parts of my project. The painting one was really long and full of details regarding my history as a young painter struggling with and later having to leave. I went to the gym
later and found allot of the international students there. I was really hilarious but did not stop to the sauna with them. I sort of have to get home. I mean it is my choice to be lonely as I have to
conduct my evening projects but I could definitely see the difference of being alone in this dark country and being alone in the sun of the south. Here is in fact a bit suicidal but the environment I
have created in my interior is really a sunny one. I am now seating on the commuter surrounded with Arabs and eastern European workers, big guys smelling alcohol and certainly ready to fuck
anyone in the ass even... that is what follows up to a country getting rich!

A day spent home this time waking up terribly early after having felt that I was not really being disciplined enough with  calling from Canada for hours. It was fun however talking to
him and now feeling more a mature man than matured teenager. I went throw my projects standing with a box holding up my laptop and then started to work again on my Visning living studio,
moving the little organ I have ingeniously built off a camping pump. As it started to snow at last, I went out to get some fresh air and some more material for construction. First of all I got a a
nailed rubber band to put under my shoes now that the ice is approaching. Then I was looking for a rack to hold up the musical notations under the organ. It was terribly expensive and I got
home, ate and built a nice one of wood myself. Myrthe did not really talk to me so much today so I was rather focused and also started nailing down the braille s of casualties on a panel, a work I
had already done in the States (who knows where that panel is now, Fernandez?). Tomorrow is a long train trip to the very south of Sweden where August and I will join Jacek and Myrthe who is
flying to Copenhagen... better get back to work then, but the good thing now at least is that it really turned out that at least what I am doing is what I am paid for since right here an experiment
with persons trying to analyze the data, will take place.... something human... gush how much reluctant to theory I became.

On the way to Malmo with the big snowstorm hitting the south of Sweden and all the trains, the expensive ones being canceled but ours, the slow and cheap and old one belonging to another
company. I feel rather relaxed however; Myrthe should be already there now waiting for us, August is getting a bit rested by I have slept some extra hours this morning and we brought allot of
food on the train to eat all together with Jacek, who always brings a bit of bad luck, at least according to  after I told him about the avalanche accident with the former a year ago. It is
nice to travel very slow, after all the traveling to continental Europe. Today I even thought that it would not be bad to have a little car either if sweet little Myrthe comes living with me,
particularly if I have to drive her to the airport... a year ago I was ready to live like an hermit and now, I was able, also with the help of providence, to reconstruct a family and an environment to
myself. 

An "interesting" day, waking up in Jacek's tiny apartment here in Makmo, him sleeping on the floor, August on the sofa and Myrthe and I in the little bed all on the same little floor. It was quite
improvised here with him, aside the domestic logistics also not really any food for breakfast but we managed with the leftovers of yesterday's trip which ended up very late, in this most windy
city waiting the four of us for a taxi. It was most windy however and still we managed to take one of this quite big walks lead by  Jacek and his global positioning system project. We ended up in
the periphery of the city, not the best place and me with August and some filming I wanted to do really having to catch up at last with Myrthe and Jacek even having the wind dropping the tripod
with my camera, confirming the Jacek bad luck that claims. My camera was still okay though and we went in a nice cafe' to protect ourselves from such harsh more continental and
oceanic weather. Maybe Myrthe had the impression that all Sweden is like that but the old city of Malöo was in fact quite charming despite Jacek wanting to avoid it for its gentrification. The
Christmas atmosphere was also very charming and helpful. I really liked it and tried to avoid the others to end up at the movie theater. We went home instead and a nice evening eating Mexican
food and making plan like a festival the three of us wants to organize about outsider archivists... now I am in bed typing on my phone with Myrthe and August, both my Loves at each sides... My
family!

Another dreadful day, I mean weather wise, the rain and wind which made it quite tough to go anywhere. Luckily we hit a few nice and charming indoor places like the art museum where we had
brunch with Jacek's Canadian supervisor Susanne. We sort of wanted to propose her a bit our idea to organize some events on our passion, personal archives but she did not really hooked to it so
well and I was a bit with my head in the clouds after making love to Myrthe in the shower this morning. Later we went to the nice city public library and  August had quite some time in the room
for kids playing electronic drums while I tried to do a little project update before going out again and eating at a Thai restaurant. Jacek and Myrthe wanted to have a little drink but I thought
better to go home with August and do a bit of drawings while Jacek was doing his collages and Myrthe reading for his lecture tomorrow. August is now bathing and Myrthe and I managed to
motivate Jacek who was quite down, to come up with a new strong concept to work together on and we finally agreed on little data, putting an emphases on our kind of practices then all this
popular focus on societal generated stuff.

A day spent with little August on the train back to Stockholm across half of Sweden. More than six hours for him to experience  his country, from the windy, humid and snowless Malmo to dry
and snow peaceful Stockholm. I have mostly put all my attention on him after these days of dividing my attention among also Jacek and particularly Myrthe. Despite the trip had several
inconveniences like again some storm broken lines, we had a good time playing cards, looking at the landscape, eating some snacks we got from the supermarket and reading Ulysses. The latter
in particular reminded me about  especially in his first encounter after decades with his son, as it happened to me with  with also is homeless past as much as Ulysses. This is
particularly struggling a bit since August and I might also have to live apart one day, meaning in different countries but will see what Myrthe will be up to... maybe she will in fact find a job here
or at least like it here or whatever. Once in Stockholm I took August to check a bit of boyscout equipment, like a bag, a sleeping bag and a mattress but he refused to buy them. They were
actually  birthday presents for him and I think he will maybe like it more if I give it to him more like surprises. I also need to save money since I have spent too much now for my
loves, Myrthe and August... big exceptions and Christmas time too... 

A working day and again a day in which I am not really following what I am supposed to do according to my supervisor and academia at large, but again following very much the direction I have
put to myself. I wonder where this will go but really this is what I have intended from the beginning and at least this is the resulting compromise with me wanting to start from the actual work,
the empirical study rather than the theory like a young man who starts philosophizing early in the morning instead of living the day and seating down to reflect on it in the evening, after having
experienced. I anyway did allot of progress, cleaning up my desktop from the many things I had there to revise before including them in my memory device. I also went as far as getting the
architectural program I used at my university many years ago to run on my machine. It was not easy but I managed. As I arrived quite late at the university, people where actually celebrating
Christmas, all but me. I did manage to eat a bit of zafferan cakes and milk (not the wine), review some papers for my student supervision tomorrow and go to the gym. I have to say though that
everywhere I go everyone wants my attention and contribution, stealing my focus such as at work the Polish guy Lukas who sort of demanded me a chat in his office to get my straight forward
opinion about the inhuman humans of the department (he will go for another department, more "straight" and Catholic) and the Russian Ludmilla in the gym who wanted me to play ping-pong
(she is desperate not go back to Russia...). Now home, bathing, eating while possibly talking to my sweet Myrthe who is likely to come live with me in the future and fill my life.

A pretty okay day with my head still chaotic after implementing the two wings of my Virtual architecture to host the eighteen outputs of my project. I anyway managed an update and later went
to school to meet a student to supervise. The supervision went okay although the language barrier is there, having learned Swedish only among farmers and not intellectuals. It was nice out and
after a quick lunch among my young colleagues who I barely meet (the Polish guys yesterday defined them as neo-conservative meaning that they are not idealistic as their parents), I set off to
buy some boyscout equipment for August.  will pay for it and I have to say that August got really much in the end but I really want him to be well equipped for all his passions,
constructing and outdoor adventures, my passions. I later went with all the bags to August and manage to take the wrong train, having to go back a few stations before joining him at school
where there was a little Christmas party for parents. I am probably the youngest and most energetic there... Now we are at his place, the little black bunny walking around and the little neighbour
Tom wining since he had to leave as we are soon off to the boyscouts!

I woke up a bit late today, after the long trip home from August's place, avoiding to spend the night in the same apartment with his mother. The latter had actually a big medication on her face,
possibly due to some facial surgery again due to her strong insecurity. I anyway was rather productive, updating thoroughly my project, doing tai-chi and enjoying the unusual Christmas heat and
then going to the university to have a little meeting with one of my young colleagues with whom I will have a course tomorrow. I have been very careful this time asking him allot of advices on




